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The SNTPServ is a secure and distributed network time synchronization service for Windows operating
systems. Network time synchronization (NTS) is a process used for the precise synchronization of time
on a network of computers. When one computer on a network has a more precise clock than the
others, they will not be in sync. If they all agree on the same time (either when the computer is in the
down state or upstate) then the network is more stable. SNTP is a protocol for network time
synchronization. It allows client programs on machines to query an authoritative server for the current
time and respond with their own time. The client program can also maintain time with the
authoritative server. SNTP is used to synchronize computers that are connected to the Internet. The
protocol works by having each computer respond with its current time. By examining the responses
from all of the computers, a network administrator can more accurately determine what the global
time is. This is the basis for time synchronization. The SNTPServ is the most advanced version of the
SNTP protocol. The SNTPServ is the only SNTP protocol that can be used to synchronize computer
systems for small networks (e.g. 1-25 computers) and large networks (e.g. more than 1,000
computers). The SNTPServ can also be used for remote monitoring and remote administration of
computers. The SNTPServ supports a secure, distributed time synchronization network. SNTP Service
Description: The SNTPServ is a secure, distributed network time synchronization service for Windows
operating systems. Network time synchronization (NTS) is a process used for the precise
synchronization of time on a network of computers. When one computer on a network has a more
precise clock than the others, they will not be in sync. If they all agree on the same time (either when
the computer is in the down state or upstate) then the network is more stable. SNTP is a protocol for
network time synchronization. It allows client programs on machines to query an authoritative server
for the current time and respond with their own time. The client program can also maintain time with
the authoritative server. SNTP is used to synchronize computers that are connected to the Internet.
The protocol works by having each computer respond with its current time. By examining the
responses from all of the computers, a network administrator can more accurately determine what
the global time is. This is the basis for time synchronization. The SNTPServ is the most advanced
version of
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SNTPServ is an advanced SNA implementation of the SNTP protocol which provides support for
variable lease times, time warping and a reliable source of time. SNTPServ includes the following
components: *SNTPServ Network Time Protocol (NTP) Service *SNTPServ Query Service *SNTPServ
Client *SNTPServ Server *SNTPServ Enterprise Manager SNTPServ Enterprise Manager is a GUI that
lets a network administrator configure and deploy the SNTPServ components in their enterprise
network in a single user interface. Core Features: *SNTPServ network time protocol service that uses
windows clock. *SNTPServ Query service that accepts queries from the client. *SNTPServ Enterprise
Manager that is a GUI that lets a network administrator configure and deploy the SNTPServ
components in their enterprise network. *SNTPServ Enterprise Manager works for 32-bit and 64-bit
Windows. *SNTPServ Enterprise Manager is a Windows GUI application. *License: 32-bit: SNTPServ
license costs $100 a year and 32-bit version runs in the system processes. *License: 64-bit: SNTPServ
license costs $200 a year and 64-bit version runs in the system processes. *Requires: the NtpClient
Windows library. *Requires: a license for the SNTPServ enterprise manager, one at a time. *Notes:
does not support IPv6 or tunnels to SNTPServ/any NTP servers NOTE: For use with Windows XP, Vista
and Windows 7 users, it requires installation of 32-bit versions of: SNTPServ Enterprise Manager,
SNTPServ Client, SNTPServ Server and SNTPServ Query Service as well as NtpClient library. New to
SNTPServ: *New Features include: SNTPServ Query Service, time warping, SNTPServ enterprise
manager. *New Features include: A distributed network time protocol service for Windows, SNTPServ,
and its components: SNTPServ Enterprise Manager, SNTPServ Query Service, SNTPServ Client and
SNTPServ Server. *A network time protocol service that enables the use of windows network time
service. The SNTPServ Windows Service in Windows XP, Vista, 7 and 8 is distributed over a network
that has the Windows NTP 2edc1e01e8
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SNTPServ provides users with a network time synchronization client/server software for the more
advanced user. It is extremely effective for the desktop and it is provided under the terms of the GNU
General Public License version 2. It includes important features for enterprise network deployment,
from a single workstation, an administrator can remotely configure, monitor, troubleshoot and track
licensing of enterprise-wide SNTPServ client and server components. SNTPServ is open-source
software, distributed under the GNU General Public License version 2. Brief description: SNTPServ
allows network administrators to share network time with multiple computers. It will synchronize
a remote system's date and time from a single workstation, which makes it easier for IT to maintain
the network time. SNTPServ's time synchronization server can be used for synchronization between
any two computers on the same LAN, or between an administrator's desktop and a remote computer.
SNTPServ can share the network time with a computer or another network time server. SNTPServ is
distributed under the GNU General Public License version 2. GNOME Network Time Server is a part of
the GNOME project, which means that a GNOME program is open-source and free. GNOME Network
Time Server (GNOME NTP) is one of the most popular time synchronization clients. SNTPServ is most
often used for the following purposes: An internet host can maintain the network time of all of its
computers as well as share the network time with other hosts. An administrator can also use
SNTPServ to send out real-time notifications from an administrator's computer to a remote computer
or network time server, and vice versa. Any computer on the LAN can also be remotely configured to
synchronize the time with a time server. A computer can be configured to synchronize its time with
a time server, while its network time is synchronized with all of the other computers on the LAN. The
time can be synchronized from a single workstation, which makes it easier for IT to maintain the
network time. A time server can also be used as a stand-alone time synchronization client. SNTPServ
has many advanced features, including: support for real-time synchronization with other computers.
support for both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Windows. support for the NTPv4 protocol. Advanced
features:
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System Requirements For SNTP Service:

Windows 7 SP1 and above Windows Vista SP2 and above Graphics: Windows 7 SP1 or above with a
DirectX 10 compatible graphics card, Microsoft DirectX 11 compatible graphics card or NVIDIA®
GeForce® GTX™ 700 series or better. Windows Vista SP2 or above with a DirectX 10 compatible
graphics card, Microsoft DirectX 11 compatible graphics card or NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX™ 700 series
or better. Procedure to activate Windows 7 and Windows Vista: You must follow the instructions on
the screen before activation. Press WIN+X
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